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PREM Group chooses cutting-edge solutions to
enhance its guests' experience in Amsterdam

PREM Group has been a partner of Nonius since 2014 and recently selected its
TV and Internet solutions for their newly opened luxury serviced apartments
PREMIER SUITES PLUS Amsterdam.
PREM Group is an International hotel and hospitality management company operating
multiple businesses across Europe. It partners with prestigious hotel groups and brands like
InterContinental Hotels Group and Accor as well as managing PREM Group’s brands,
Leopold Hotels and PREMIER SUITES.
The latter is a set of luxury serviced apartments that offers an alternative for those looking
for a luxury stay, but with more autonomy than what they would find in a hotel. These
properties offer their guests a range of technological services that contribute to a greater
experience, both for short and long stays.
PREMIER SUITES PLUS Amsterdam invested in a robust TV solution to provide a wide
range of TV channels in the property and chose our solutions to provide Internet and Cast
services to their guests.

Cost-effective and high-quality TV solutions
The amazing Amsterdam serviced apartments invested in cutting edge technology to offer
a good TV experience and better sources of information for their guests.
The project included the installation of Samsung Hospitality TVs, the provision of TV
channels and the implementation of DVB-S to DVB-T headend, to offer TV content in all
rooms, through the distribution of TV signals over the existing coaxial cable infrastructure.

193 TV sets were installed
Nonius DVB-S and DVB-T headend
HD TV Channels in partnership with
Joyne

The content and settings of the Samsung Hospitality TVs are centrally managed from
Samsung LYNK REACH.

Seamless Chromecast solution
Thanks to the Cast solution, the luxury serviced apartments offer a rich entertainment
option for their guests, allowing easy connection from their mobile devices to stream their
own content on the TV.

Managed Networks specialized support
We have a 24/7 in-house specialised NOC (Network Operation Center) providing technical
support and proactive maintenance to the property’s networks. Our analytics and
dashboards provide greater capacity to monitor and react quickly.

“More like a partner than a supplier. While offering products of
the highest standards is their service and expertise that sets
them apart. Should there be an issue or enquiry about a
possible solution, their 24/7 support and our main contacts
have proven to be very sufficient in finding a quick solution that
often outreaches our expectations.
Tom Vermerris
General Manager at
PREMIER SUITES PLUS
Amsterdam

Nonius has been a trustworthy partner which made it an easy
choice to work with them in our newest property. While opening
PREMIER SUITES PLUS Amsterdam, Nonius offered solid
advise in overcoming challenges which led to a great part of the
experience that we are proud of to offer our guests.”

“We are honored to serve PREMIER SUITES PLUS Amsterdam
with our technology. The satellite TV channels are distributed
via coax by the Nonius in-house developed headend. Guests
can also watch their favorite content via the secure and
awarded Nonius cast solution that works on any TV.
We would like to express our gratitude to all the hotel staff for
the cooperation that allowed us to work during the Covid-19
pandemic, in the safest possible way.”

Arthur Maes
Nonius Managing Director
for Benelux

Your guests, our technology.
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